Worried About Our Country?

Corporate profits are higher than ever and the rich continue to get richer. Inequality is at its most extreme in our country’s history. Working people have a harder and harder time even making basic ends meet as costs of everyday items soar.

Spend a semester learning how working people are fighting back against corporate greed and bettering their lives and workplaces.

Come learn how to investigate corporate profiteers, and hold public officials accountable to their constituents, through in depth analysis of how power works in the Phoenix Valley.

Join the Arizona AFL-CIO’s legislative team and help form the policy and laws which will determine the future direction of the state and support working families.

The AFL-CIO is the oldest and largest labor federation in the United States, representing over 10 million working people across the nation.

The Arizona AFL-CIO was founded in 1912 and represents over 165 thousand workers in the state of Arizona.

To fill out an application go to http://www.azaflcio.org or for more information e-mail jumcbrid@aflcio.org
Use Your Semester To Make a Difference

Looking for an internship program which provides the opportunity for credit and has a strong focus in social justice? Want to work with immigrants striving for social change in their workplaces and society at large? Want to have first hand experience at the State Capitol shaping legislative policy?

Come be a part of the Arizona State AFL-CIO!

We are looking for college and university students with:

- A Firm Commitment to Social Justice
- The Willingness to Fight for Change
- An Interest in Immigrant or Worker Issues
- An Interest in Policy Issues and Working at the Capitol
- A Desire to Learn Research Skills

The internship can be used for credit.

Research/Organizing Internship

Discover Where Power Truly Lies

Learn the basics of a modern union organizing campaign from a research perspective. Learn how to:

- Investigate Corporations
- Find Publicly Available Corporate Financial Information
- Learn Public Approval Processes
- Research Public Officials and Corporate Heads
- Perform Power Analyses
- Contact Community Supporters and Groups
- Formulate Strategic Plans
- Plan and Organize Direct Actions

Interns will be working first-hand with organizing campaigns to help workers make changes in their workplaces and better their lives. This may include participating in picket lines, worker or religious delegations, and a myriad of direct actions.

Knowledge of Spanish is a plus but not a prerequisite.

Legislative Internship

Don’t Read About Policy Change — Create Policy Change

Don’t wait to read about proposed legislation in the newspapers — Be there making it happen!

Learn the ins and outs of the state legislative process:

- Create files and track all Arizona AFL-CIO sponsored legislation
- Research and develop AFL-CIO statements in support of or opposed to legislation
- Attend caucus meetings, committee hearings and other events at the State Capitol
- Develop the Arizona AFL-CIO’s Weekly Legislative Updates

Interns will be working directly with the Executive Director of the AFL-CIO to promote the agenda of working people statewide.